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Workshop Guide: Drawing Instructions & Procedure used during workshops 

 
Emergent and Participatory: The fieldwork has an experiential art workshop format that unfolds partially in 
response to participant responses and progress, as a result of researcher observation and/or participant 
questions. Drawing workshops can generate rich, low-tech, visible data so are effective tools for capturing 
experiences of the unskilled, provided the practical tasks are allowed to unfold in a free, organic process. 
Although I have considerable experience in facilitating such workshops, it is difficult to fix the order of the tasks 
and the manner in which the instructions are delivered in advance. Therefore, this is a rough guide only. 
 
It requires an emergent approach during the workshop. Participant response may demand more detailed 
instructions, demonstrations, repeats or rephrasing of instructions, a change of pace or breaks in the 
proceedings for writing, drinks etc. Evaluating this process requires careful attention on the part of the 
researcher while still facilitating the workshop, in keeping with an emergent approach. For this reason I intend to 
video myself in action, not the participants. They will be in the background. 

At all times, a relaxed yet engaged atmosphere is desirable while maintaining a focused, semi-structured 
approach that nevertheless is guided by the individual progress of each participant. The exercises themselves 
are initially not difficult. As the drawing exercises progress the level of difficulty may increase, but participants 
will always be the ones to choose how they interpret and execute the tasks. In this way they act as co-
designers, since I will be continuously observing group and individual dynamics, and adjusting the drawing tasks 
in response.  

 

Documents for Workshop 
For participants 

• Consent form 
• Information sheet 
• Background Notes (survey) 
• Debriefing Notes 
• 7xPrint of Flow 
• 7xprints of metamorphic line 

Pre-Workshop Procedure 

• Lay out papers, pencils, sharpeners, cloths, booklets, and 3 forms. 
• Setup and Check video and audio at intervals 
• Change video batteries after 1 hour TIMER Have batteries ready 
• Find and Place 3 observational objects on table 
• Write field note questions examples on the whiteboard.  

Instructions Guidelines 
Stage 1: Introduction to workshop (15 minutes) 

a) Participants read and fill in Information sheet, Consent Form and Background Notes 
b) Participants will be Welcomed & Informed: give welcome, allow participants time to read  
c) Introduce the workshop and research: 

• My aim is to collect descriptions of lived-through moments, captured like “snapshots” of the process, of how your 
experience a creative process as it happens, not afterwards, when you’ve thought about. Captured in visual and verbal 
form, as field notes, as written descriptions just after the drawing task, as verbal conversation with me during the tasks. 

• tasks will build from simple and structured to more unstructured and multifaceted, working as your own pace.   
• knowledge gets in the way of experience without bias, assumptions and preconceptions 
• I need your feedback: you, the participants, act as co-designers 
• focused on your individual experience, as it is lived 
• awareness guidelines  
• Not art therapy: not interpreting your drawings or behaviour or inner state, only getting access to your experiences. There 

are no “mistakes”, correct/incorrect, good/bad – product is not important when all participant responses, verbal or drawn, 
to the process are relevant and valid.  

• Short debrief session: any questions, anonymous comments on the post-its, or write down concerns for later 
• Optional art class can be continuation of drawings, personal feedback, technical advice.  
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• Reassure them of my respect for their privacy, time and commitment, anonymity on the data collected and that they are 
free to withdraw at any time without giving reasons.  

d) Participants will be requested to record their experiences in relation to the drawing tasks, as they go, in the form of 
short notes beside the drawings themselves or after the exercise in a small booklet. This request is also included in the 
Information Sheet.  

e) It will be explained that the notes can just be phrases, keywords or full sentences but that they should simply describe 
their experiences, not try to explain or validate them.  

f) They will be given prompts at certain points to remind them to write or share, Suggested guidelines/questions19 could 
include:  
g) Can you describe your process as you go? (Avoid causal explanations, generalizations, or abstract interpretations) 
h) Can you describe your experience from the inside, as it were-almost like a state of mind: the feelings, the mood, the 

emotions, etc. 
i) Can you describe what happens when you get to get into a rhythm?  
j) What happens when you to change direction?  
k) What happens when you use the charcoal on its side? 

 
l) They will be provided with some questions to guide them in this process. These could be put on the whiteboard  
m) They will asked to label each sheet with their first name and number each exercise, and asked to write it on each sheet 

they use.  
n) They will be informed that the audio and video recording will only take place during Stage 2 and that the video camera is 

located as to film the general context and the researcher in action, rather than the participants.  
o) Go through the 3 documents and ask for questions 
p) Go through the tools and extra supplies  
q) Turn on audio- and video-recorders 

Workshop Begins 12.30pm to 2.10pm 
Stage 2: Exercises  (80 minutes) 

1. Warm-up: participants are then guided through simple drawing tasks to familiarize them with the tools. This is to relax, 
stimulate engagement and adjust to the tools and space.  
 

2. Main tasks: participants will be asked to perform 4 sets of drawing tasks, each involving basic tasks such as drawing a 
straight line repetitively then changing direction, changing dynamic or speed. The tasks will gradually increase in 
complexity and open to individual interpretation. Simple compositions will be constructed in this way, sometimes repeated 
but with small changes.  
 

3. A 15-minute space will be given for participants to finish off, ask questions or write notes. 

Stage 2: Sample Drawing Instructions 
We are going to start with a few warm-up exercises to get you familiar with using the pencils and charcoal. Before you start, 
make sure you have put your first name on the top LH corner and number it. I recommend you fix your paper to the table with 
the blu tack provided, so that the paper doesn’t slip around while you work. It’s best to hold the pencil towards the end, not near 
the point as you doing when writing, in order to free up your arm. Hold it loosely, it doesn’t matter if you use the side of the 
pencil as well as the point, in fact, you might like to experiment with the pencil in this way.” 

C. Stage 3: Wrap-up (20 minutes) 
We’re going to finish up shortly. You can use this time to add more notes about your experiences, finish off drawings and spray 
them with fixative if you would like to take them with you. Please make sure you have placed the identifying mark on each of 
your sheets of paper - I gave you this at the start of the workshop – but not your name.  

I am turning off the recording devices now, and start taking photos of your work, so could you please place them on the table by 
the window. Thank you. If you have any further questions, please feel free to ask. If you have time, you can stay on for a chat, 
give me some feedback about the workshop; or you might like to stay on for a short art lesson, Starting in about 10 minutes. If 
so, please don’t use any of the drawing sheets you’ve already worked on. I will give you different paper and tools. Thank you 
for your work today and your time. If you have any questions in the future or would like info about a follow-up workshop, please 
email me or one of my supervisors. You can find their names on the Information Sheet.  

Stage 3: Wrap-up (10 minutes) 
Post-workshop 

• Key operational tasks: after workshop exercise are finished, allow 5 minutes wrap-up, labeling with names 
• Give Debriefing Notes Handout 
• Offer Art workshop, optional 

19 Questions 1 and 2 sourced from van Manen at http://www.phenomenoloygonline.com/   
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Example Drawing Instructions, Phase One 

We are going to start with a few warm-up exercises to get you familiar with using the pencils and charcoal.  

Before you start, make sure you have put your first name on the top LH corner and number it. I recommend you fix your paper 
to the table with the blu tack provided, so that the paper doesn’t slip around while you work.  

Its best to hold the pencil towards the end, not near the point as you doing when writing, in order to free up your arm. Hold it 
loosely, it doesn’t matter if you use the side of the pencil as well as the point, in fact, you might like to experiment with the 
pencil in this way.” 

Set One: Warm-up exercises (10 minutes) 

1. I’d like you to practice drawing straight lines. First draw a line along side the edges of the paper, like a margin: first a 
vertical line followed by a horizontal ones, then another vertical. Draw slowly but firmly, in control but no stiff.  
 

2. Now try the same task again, but this time, imagine that the black trace which becomes visible on the paper represents 
only a small visible section of a very long invisible line that extends into infinity at both ends of your paper. You start with 
your pencil out beyond the paper, then slowly pick up the line and bring it down on to the page, slowly, lightly but keeping 
the momentum, the let it sweep off the bottom of the page, away into infinity. Try this a few times to get the feel of it. You 
might ask yourself at this point – what was the difference between the first way of drawing and the second way? How did it 
feel? How might you describe this?  
 

Set Two (10 minutes) 

Exercise One: Free Play with the Line (10 minutes) 

1. I’m going to take you through an activity walk with the line, what the artist Paul Klee called “taking a line for a walk”. I will 
give you different moods and I’d like you to get the line to follow them. Just do it freely, without thinking about it, just what 
comes to you first. Remember, just to play with the line, not worry about whether it’s good, right, wrong etc. there is no 
wrong or right way of doing it. Would you like me to demonstrate first, what I mean?  

2. Let’s start with a your line just going for a stroll along the road (30 seconds), now it begins to trot (30 seconds), now skip 
along (30 seconds), walk sideways, now roll yourself into a ball, now slowly slowly unwind, now dance (30 seconds), and 
now come to a sudden stop. (Pause). Start running, go left, go right, go left, go left. Stop. Hop in a circle. Then go for a bit 
of a meander. It lies down, has a rest, a bit of a think, not sure what to d o next…. have  a doze. Now it jumps up and 
decides its time to go to work: what clothes will he put on?  

3. Now we are going to do something similar, but with Moods. You might like to try the charcoal for this exercise.  
 
So, using your pencil or charcoal,  

• What might a tense line look like? 
• A happy line? 
• An angry line? 
• A vague line? A line that’s not quite sure what to do next … 
• A festive line? 
• Truthful line? 
• An hysterical line? 
• A thinking line? Thinking really hard …..  
• A thinking-in-a-knot sort of a line.  
• Now, try to untie that knot – what would that look like? 

Set Five: Observational drawing (30 minutes) 

(Places a branch from a small bush, quite twiggy, but only a few leaves, on a table in front of the participants) 

• Try drawing this branch in a few quick stokes, just to capture its gesture. Don’t try to copy it exactly.  
• Try it again, but this time, focus a little more on the detail.  
• Draw the gesture again, but then add some leaves and a few of those notches. Again, don’t worry about accuracy 

just the general sweep of line.  
• Now try it with the charcoal. You might like to use the thick side of the charcoal to get a bit of surface shading into 

your drawing.   
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Summary of Drawing Exercises, Phases One and Two 

Table B.1: Phase One Drawing Exercises Summary 

Preliminary Exercise: to gaze at the blank paper in front of them;  
Instructions: to observe and note down any feelings or thoughts about it.  
Purpose: This exercise was designed to capture the pre-drawing experience and encourage receptivity. 

Set One: a series of exercises exploring the qualities and dynamics of drawing a line: straight, curved, 
vertical, horizontal, slow, fast, light and heavy. i 
Instructions: to explore different ways of drawing a line before creating a free composition based on their 
experiences.  
Purpose: a warm-up task, to familiarize people with the tools and materials, adjust to the workshop 
environment and become accustomed to making field notes about their experiences.   

Set Two: two exercises exploring the life of the line.  
Instructions: to take a dot for a walk that embodied different activities or moods, in response to the 
researcher’s suggestions e.g. “take your dot for a stroll, now skip, now lie down for a rest” or” draw a happy 
line, now a sad one, a truthful line, an uncertain one”.  
Purpose: to imbue the participants with a sense of exploratory play and enjoyment; to increase attentiveness 
and self-awareness, by embodying the line (or anthropomorphizing it, as one participants later noted). 

Note: this set was the only fully guided task: participants drew directly in response to the researcher’s 
suggestions, as she spoke. 

Set Three: one, progressive exercise exploring surface qualities of charcoal.  
Instructions: to rub charcoal sticks onto paper to create large flat surfaces, and then spread with the fingers; 
to fill the page with soft mist or fog like forms, changing in intensity and shape as they moved the charcoal 
around the paper, first building up the darkness then dissolving it outwards again.  
Purpose: to keep the picture changing.  

Note: this exercise simulates the natural, always shifting fog, mist of clouds. It is based on an exercise 
suggested by Theodor Schwenk (1996, p.96) for bringing mobility to the thought process.   

Set Four: a series of exercises based the meander form found in nature. The basic form was demonstrated 
on the blackboard first, then participants used the underlying principle of this form to draw successive lines 
Instructions: to draw a line, then draw successive single lines based on, but not identical to, the previous 
line; to create a compositions of these lines, filling the page.  
Purpose: to experience differencing i.e. to make different; to break the tendency to become habitual and 
mechanistic when drawing lines repeatedly and rhythmically.   

Note: the exercise was developed from Schwenk’s descriptions and images (1996) of how the ebb and flow 
of the tides shapes patterns in the sand (such patterns can also be seen in a human fingerprint). This set of 
exercises demanded a more cognitive approach than the previous sets of exercises, which engendered 
more affect experiences. This set had something of a problem-finding and -solving quality. 

Set Five: five observational drawing exercises, using different observational techniques 
Instructions: to cope; to drawing from memory; to observe, then draw from memory; to observe, then freely 
render the image from imagination three different objects: a branch, an object of their choice in the room and 
a photograph of water meander.   
Purpose: to see “with new eyes”; to experience different ways of seeing and drawing from life. 

Note: the last two approaches used beholding, the observation technique described in Chapter Four: The 
role of attentiveness. This set was the only representational drawing task.  
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Table B.2: Phase Two Drawing Exercises Summary 

 

Preliminary Exercise: to gaze at the blank paper in front of them; 
Instructions: to observe and note down any feelings or thoughts about it. 
Purpose: This exercise was designed to capture the pre-drawing experience and encourage 
receptivity. 

Set One: a progression of exercises drawing forms from nature and geometry, becoming increasingly 
complex: 
Instructions: to draw, repeatedly, lemniscate, double lemniscate, inverted lemniscate, spiral, spiral 
vortex forms; to draw rhythmically but not mechanistically, exploring the dynamics of each form. 
Purpose:  a warm-up task, to engender a calm, centre contemplative mood. 

Notes: participants were given examples of these forms on paper beforehand and used the beholding 
technique to engage with the forms. 

Set Two: two exercises based on the lemniscate form of the previous set, but drawn as a continuous, 
linear progression. 
Instructions: draw each repetition of the form identical to the previous; then draw each repetition in a 
different size, shape, etc. 
Purpose: to experience differencing 

Set Three: an exercise based the meander form, similar to Set Four in Phase One, using the same 
principle.  
Instructions:  to use the meander principle to create compositions of related but different lines, starting 
anywhere on the page and completely fill it. 
Purpose: to experiences differencing but in free composition. 

Set Four: an exercise using the meander principle again, but with each line expanding into a surface 
that dissipated and faded away. 
Instructions: to explore the tonal dynamics of light and darkness and the compositional possibilities of 
filling the paper with surfaces that expand out of lines. 
Purpose:  combines the principle of differencing with the surface technique of Phase One, Set Four. 

Note: uncompressed charcoal was the medium, since it is easy to blend with the fingers 

Set Five: an observation exercise using beholding, of the underlying dynamics and gestures of water 
flow, as the basis of creating a free interpretation of the image 
Instructions: to create a freely expressive, imaginative picture of water flow, using own choice of 
technique and material. 
Purpose: to experience how to draw imaginatively, basing the composition on an existing image; to 
combine the skills and techniques acquired over two workshops. 

Note: a Schwenk photograph of water meander was used for the observation 
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Summary of Interview Process, Phase Three  

Table B.3: Phase Three Interview Process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

1. Becoming attentive: a brief attentiveness exercise, either a breathing exercise or familiar drawing 
task, to empty the mind, to silence mind-chatter; to prepare for recollection. 
 

2. Remembering the whole experience: participants were asked about their general experience of the 
workshops, what “after-image” they were left with.  
 

3. Recalling the process: participants were asked to put themselves back into the space for the 1st 
workshop, and describe what the room looked like, where they were seated, how they felt, how they 
remember the workshop unfolding, what exercises they did etc. to help re-immerse themselves more 
concretely in their workshop experiences.  
 

4. Reliving the drawings: participants were shown their drawings.20 With or without prompting, they 
described how they experienced specific drawings. 
 

5. Reliving the field notes: participants were shown selected field notes they had made. With or without 
prompting, they reflected on what they had written.  
 

6. Recalling the whole experience after refreshment: reiterating step 2, participants were asked 
whether any new recollection of the general experience had arisen during the previous steps that 
they would like to share.  
 

7. Questioning: participants had the opportunity to ask the researcher any questions they had about 
the process, their artwork or the research in general. This completion stage acted as both a 
debriefing and an opportunity to focus on themselves with a natural attitude, i.e. without the 
constraint of being asked to describe only. 
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Summary of Data Collection Methods. 

Table B.4: Summary of Data Sources, Instruments and Purpose 
 

Data sources Data collection 
instruments 

Purpose   Connection to the research 
questions and design 

 
2xQuestionnaires 

 

 
Pre-workshop 
Background Notes;  
post-workshop Debrief 
Notes 

 
To collect information 
about each participant’s 
conception of and 
relationship to creativity, 
pre- and post-workshop. 

 
To provide some insight into the 
conceptions of creativity 
participants brought to the 
workshops. 

2x Semi-guided art 
workshops 
comprising of 5 sets 
of different 
experiential drawing 
exercises  

 

20 sets of freehand 
experiential drawings. 

Tools: paper, pencils, 
charcoal 

 

To elicit responses in the 
form of field notes from 
participants; a visual 
thinking for embodying 
cognitive processes. 

To embody elements of the 
research questions by simulating 
the mental processes of different 
qualities of movement associated 
with creative thinking: flow, 
resistance, interruption, direction 
change, dynamic change, choice, 
pause, ambiguity, forming and 
dissolving. 

2xAudio-recording 

 

To document researcher 
and/or participant dialogue 

 

To provide a possible secondary 
source of data in the form of 
spoken words; supplementary to 
the field notes 

2xVideo- recording To document visual 
elements of the 
workshops, including the 
non-spoken word, gestures 
and body physiognomy 

To provide visual backup for the 
audio-recordings of the workshop.  

Field notes 

 

20xBooklets  
20 sets of drawings 

To capture participant 
responses to their 
experiences as they 
emerged during the 
workshops; To provide the 
substance of the 
participants’ upstream 
experience 

To address the questions: “what is 
the experience of being creative, 
in its experiencing?” and “how 
does it emerge?”  

Group discussions 

 

2xAudio-recording A participant request, for 
feedback concerning their 
self-development 

To meet the needs of the 
participants  

Semi-structured 
Interviews 

 

10 interview transcripts 
10 video recordings 

To collect participant 
responses to their 
experiences during the 
workshops; provided the 
substance of the 
participants’ downstream 
experience. 

To address the question: what is 
the experience of being creative, 
as it was experienced?  

Researcher 
reflections 

Reflective journal To inform the design of 
Phases Two and Three.  

To provide verification of 
participant responses during the 
analysis. 
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Participant Experiential Drawing Examples  

Four experiential drawings from Phases One & Two 

 

 

Figure C.1: Set 4. Ex. 4 Meander forms, free play 

 

 

Figure C.2: Set 1 Line dynamics, free play 
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Figure C.3: Set 4, Ex. 2 Meander forms

 

 

Figure C.4: Set 3. Ex. 1 Surface drawing with charcoal 
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Participant Field Note Examples 

Two field note examples from Phases One & Two 

 

 

Figure C.5: Field note of Set 2, Life of the line exercise 

 

Figure C.6: Field note from Set 1, Warm up exercise 
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Example of Task Text, by Exercise 

Field notes from Set Three, Charcoal Surface Exercises, responses from 16 participants  

 

Composite of responses 

 Charcoal surface easier to add then take away … hard to make anything of it …tried both hands to remove charcoal … upward 
gestures … not very happy with result …need lots more time to bring it into a happy result 

1. Was hesitant using fingers to move around the charcoal … once in a rhythm I started to really enjoy it. 
2. Filling the page with charcoal and building layers …in the process things emerged unconsciously on the page despite my 

actions something else was in play beyond my control. There was a delight in seeing the texture develop. 
3. Charcoal on the pastel paper … rubbing back and dispersing the black … first time for me to “play” with the charcoal … 

It’s okay to make a mess! Then go on … 
4. At first hesitant at what to expect, how thick the layer … … What will the end result look like … … Nice to use different 

forms with fingers when spreading charcoal … … Try for consistent layer or a shape? 
5. There was a tender little moment when I decided to use the fingers on both hands to build up and take away, that moment 

had me enter the creative process on a deeper level. 
6. Building up … intense feelings focused … Breaking down, soothing, getting rid of calmness … fog 
7. Everything that I create is so easy to destroy … to erase and start again with more fun … I like it the flow of the materials 

… my hand is soft, easy to create and destroy … relaxing 
8. Taking the charcoal away allowed a balance between the two and a never ending task to bring light into dark and dark into 

light…the rhythm of moving in a circular motion, sound of the charcoal becomes quite hypnotic 
9. Hard to keep progressing evenly … … Bringing light out of darkness – a pleasant process … … Image taking life – depth 

– interaction movement 
10. Pushing charcoal uphill … no discernable pattern … … Appearance and disappearance … need to have something to 

show for all that work …commenting (?) shade feel more real 
11. Adding the charcoal was an experience of ease, formless, shapeless dark substance, easy to move and change. Taking 

away didn’t feel right and I had an inner resistance to it. 
12. I started with a triangular shape and didn’t want to lose it. Now I am and that is OK. … Not sure where to put the charcoal 

and notice I’m leaving fingerprints in the cloud and surrounds ... Will push on. Can’t see me filling the page – unless I 
branch out in a new direction. … … Got rather lost and very unsure in latter part of this exercise. Would have enjoyed 
staying with it longer to see where it wanted to me to take it. 

13. I am not enjoying charcoal … uncomfortable working with the darkness .. prefer to see the darkness disperse to the 
lightness … interesting to use different fingers and then the whole hand. … move over the page much more quickly. I see 
a megalactic cloud. … a darker area … that was not something I want to do …  I felt like I had made a planet within the 
universe …taking substance away was not easy ... I wanted the white area to be smaller than my finger could create 

14. Started with back and forward action but as I got into the flow I just let myself get carried in circular movements – travelling 
in and out with form and flow. I’ve never used charcoal before so I enjoyed just taking it around in circles getting lost in the 
movement with no attachment to outcome. Sometimes I felt I was in the eye of the storm, then flowing out, softening. … … 
… Taking the charcoal away – another new experience, created a little anxiety – not the look I wanted but building up and 
taking away created another flow that was enjoyable and I felt freed to know it could change and grow. 
15. Enjoyed different contrasts … how taking away gave it another life  

 
  

Set Three: Surface Work Instructions  

1. Create a surface with charcoal and fingers 
2. Gradually intensify towards the centre, building inwards with your fingers to move the charcoal 
3. Dissolve outwards, using fingers to move the charcoal and take it away 
4. Build it up again for more depth 
5. Repeat a few times 
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Example of Task Text, as Cartoon 

Field notes from one exercise in Set One, after imaginative variation applied, creating a cartoon to 
create an impression of the lived experience, in its experiencing during one drawing exercise. 
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Examples of Participant Texts  

Field notes from 5 participants, after imaginative variation applied, creating poem-like structures to 
represent the lived experience of each participant during one whole creative experience, during one 
workshop. Original field notes slightly cleaned and reformatted as narrative poems.  

 

Participant Text ID 8, Phase One, Workshop 1 

Lines are not straight 

Easier to do because wasn’t coming towards body. 

How can it come from infinity? 

I feel good, 

experiencing relaxed sensation. 

Happy and problematic are easy but thinking? 

Is not easy. 

 

I like the material 

I feel a bit confused 

Flowing is fun 

Repeating exactly what I did seems difficult to me 

concentration, 

I can not reach perfection. 

Everything that I create is so easy to destroy, 

to erase and start again with more fun 

I like it the flow of the materials, 

my hand is soft, 

easy to create and destroy, 

relaxing. 

Lines related to each other 

I like 6B pencil, 

is soft, 

I feel a bit confused, 

lines are all different, 

First I try to copy it, 

it took long time, 

I got a picture and try to imitate  

my hand does not what I want, 

but is good anyway 

 

Remember the leaves and try to draw it is challenging, 

fells like I got the pictures,, 

but if I try to draw it is so different 

 

I forgot some details, 

I need concentration. 

 

It’s beautiful, 

its’ similar to the exercises that we did 

Lines and lines with patterns, 

look’s like the universe 

Drawing the picture feel so good, 

patterns figures flow, 

spirals, lines curves movement, 

everything single line is different 

but they look similar. 
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Participant Text ID 5, Workshop 1, Phase 1 

 

How much space 

How long 

See if can make look better. 

Think of trying to make it interesting 

Lightness of being 

When to start 

Make lighter or darker 

3D perspective 

Sharp pencil 

How to express stopped movement 

Nicer/freer drawing w charcoal 

Hard to draw line expressing thinking 

Chinese whispers 

Repetition – hard, boring 

At first hesitant at what to expect, how thick the layer 

What will the end result look like? 

Nice to use different forms with fingers when spreading charcoal 

Try for consistent layer or a shape? 

How to decide what is missing? 

-logic or creative? 

How to make image accurate, likeness 

Trouble remembering what object was (since for ex. 1 spent all energy trying to copy and draw and not trying to remember the 
object being drawn. 

Hard to image object in brain so that can tap into it for a recall – no photographic memory ability! (includes pencil drawing of 
object in notes). 

Mysterious – what is it? 

Swirly, dynamic 

Way too hard to copy out of comfort zone! 

Panic when cannot get my drawing to look like image – frustration! 
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Participant Text ID 3, Workshop 1, Phase 1 

 

An openness to experience but a certain uncertainty – blank, anxiety 

Drawing straight lines and horizontal lines  

At first seems easy  

Striving to be straight then when the page was full of lines the idea struck to fill in certain gaps with may lines and perhaps 
create something of a pattern.  

There was a sense of freedom as we progressed 

Emotional lines – feels good expressing the different state of mind – exploring how these feelings could be expressed 

It was hard to maintain a regular pattern with repetition when the desire was to let it flow into new patterns and developing 
rhythms. It took discipline to repeat the forms 

Filling the page with charcoal and building layers – in the process things emerge unconsciously on the page  

Despite my actions something else is in play beyond my control.  

There was a delight in seeing the texture develop. 

Drawing the branches then drawing the leaves.  

In some ways it was easier to draw when the object was not there because the flow of movement could determine what was on 
the page rather than trying to follow the exact form. 

The intense swirls seem to open up and disintegrate into the surrounding environment.  

The flowing movement of the developing vortexes becomes a rhythmic movement.  

It feels good to be part of the flow but it is very complex and difficult to reproduce the movements for each vortex. 
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Participant Text ID 2, Workshop 1, Phase 2 

No white or blank paper – didn’t want to mark it 
Restriction towards ruining something.  
I notice how restricted I feel  
but I do feel that much of it is due to outside influences.  

When I did breath, I started to make a more natural lemniscate.  
Much easier with pencil and the breathing.  

I found it REALLY difficult doing the kosmein lemniscate  
easy doing the metamorphic lemniscate  
I wanted to do many more 
I found it really difficult not to cover the page with it. 

Move in space.  

I could grasp it as a whole piece.  

I was nervous to allow it because the act of doing is very different to the thought.  
The first go both times was lopsided, however I very quickly brought balance to it.  
I didn’t feel to do more than two.  
The line and relationship.  
She said I’ve made myself a hard task.  
And that is totally ME.  
I do it with most things.  

I can’t not want to develop the line – I wish only to develop the line  

 
The line – fading out – like building up the earth and letting it settle or sink.   
Surfaces – feeling with flat of fingers  
(would help thinking people get in touch with their feelings  
just as feeling people can get into thinking  
by triggering their thinking with the tips of their fingers.) 

I started to copy the picture and was hardly aware of it.  
I felt insufficient as I tried.  
As I stopped looking at the original  
got into the experience  
it all changed I became less conscious of an outcome,  
judging my abilities,  

it became an experience and a freedom to explore  

in thought and feeling rather than cognitising, controlling, judging.  

I can now see the correlation to how I go about my own life. If I see what and where I’m meant to be heading to, I balk, but if it’s 
a concept with no specific outcome, I’m free to explore the event, the opportunity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Participant Text ID 13, Workshop One, Phase One (excerpt only) 

 

I already feel a bit nervous 

Wondered what Lisa, beside me would make of my efforts.  

I.e. feeling self-conscious 

nervous 

Begins in nervousness that arises from her self consciousness  

Interesting 

Felt I was being creative  

Excited 

A bit mystified/curious 

Puzzled 

Enthusiastic 

Amused  

Delighted 

Not sure if I’m asked to draw a straight line 

Now find I was – so I got it wrong as I draw curved and wavy lines.  

Feel like I’m in an exam 

Too rushed.  

Not enough time to reflect 

Hey! I created something. Thought I had “stuffed up 1B  

by doing curvy lines  

yet could see how I could combine crossing curves with mainly straight lines.  

I’m excited.  

I think it looks great. 

Fun.  

Not sure how to interpret some of the actions e.g ‘truthful” 

Interesting 

Looking at it afterwards I wanted to now work on it and see what else I might create.   

Wondered if I was “doing it right”?  

Knowing there is no right or wrong. 

Noticed I immediately formed something to do with nature.  

Loved it!. 

Steps.  

decided which way round to have the paper 



began at the top and world down 

on the way I paused to see if any points or angles lined up.  

Being a design – they didn’t.  

realized some angles were wrong  

length of lines like-wise.  

Made adjustments 

started to relax and sketch in lines rather than draw them.  

 

Now need to add the shading.  

Compared with previous drawing – equally difficult.  

Neither as satisfying as free form drawing with lines and shapes relating to each other.  

 

Didn’t enjoy the charcoal drawing  

– couldn’t really get into it.  

it didn’t speak to me.  

I felt I was part of the drawings in 3 - or some of them. 

They were an expression of me.  

Earlier exercises – I was the drawing 

Later ones I felt I was trying to make something on the page  

rather than the something on the page coming out of an experience 



Example of Interview  

Excerpt of Participant ID 18, two excerpts, uncleaned transcription and cleaned Interview  

Uncleaned transcript with researcher annotations 

Participant: And then I did ..remember, there was a su-, there was a point where I felt ….resistance 
and I felt ..discomfort, and I felt there was a shift in how I, um, where I was, just my state of mind, ah 
…where was that? [pondering/recalling]……. hmm. [silence]…….. Oh yeah… the metamorphic stuff. Its 
an, it’s an ….issue I am aware of … that, that I …[speaking slows down] don’t ..quite ..have ..the 
..experience internally of this progression ..of ..steps to go from the beginning to an end and showing all 
that^ [voice rises] like, um. …Usually, I, yeah, ah, there’s a lot of things ..I’ll get to the outcome but I 
don’t know how I’ve gotten there, I just know I need to get there so that process is really, kind of “I don’t 
get it”^, and I, a, a, ..I remember I had a ..problem in the workshop I had with you earlier in the year. I 
didn’t, yeah, I just didn’t, yeah I ah …[speaks quickly] but then when I was doing the ah, wat- the final 
form^, which is what we did in the workshop, I found that much easier [speaks normally] and then I was 
quite ah ….pleased with ..w-what …resulted, ..and it came from more of a flow than,  …yes it was um, 
yeah, that was interesting, …..there was much more of a letting go there, and kind of like a um, 
…….yeah, it made it easier ….....cos I think there was more going on with that drawing [^voice rises], 
d’you know^? So it made it easier for me to have other bits, help, yeah, just feel like there was this 
….automatic kind of just, feel of where, kind of like this rough idea of where, what, the movement,^ 
whereas with the individual morphing of just one kind of straight line and then that just felt much more 
broken a, and yeah, like ..each ..stroke ..was separate and I didn’t, couldn’t ..quite ..get the fit^.  

Researcher: Okay, you say (looking at participant’s field notes) “ I did find it irritating to be patient to find 
the change so progressively, that’s so irritating” 

Participant: yep … [speaking quickly] you can see here, I just gave up. Like, I’m like, it’s just, pff, 
whatever. There was no, d’you know? whatever, I was just kind of, and I rush it …. It’s just, when I don’t 
get it, I’ll just pfft! rush through it. It’s um, just this, sort of … yeah, giving up …… but I think, yeah, 
[slows down to normal] I’d need more time to decide to work with it^... But in this .. situation .. I didn’t 
feel I had tht though, so it was a quick decision, just to go…kind of, [speaks quickly] rush it off.  

[Whole description in rushes and bursts & lots of hand gestures, like a mental groping after the 
experience] 

Cleaned Interview Text  

She did remember there was a point where she felt resistance and she felt discomfort, and she felt there 
was a shift in where she was in her state of mind. That was the metamorphic (drawing exercise). It’s an 
issue she is aware of that, that she doesn’t quite have the experience internally of this progression of 
steps to go from the beginning to an end and showing all that. Usually, she’ll get to the outcome but 
doesn’t know how she’s gotten there. She just knows she needs to get there so that process is really, 
kind of “I don’t get it”. She remembers she had a problem (like this) in the workshop she did with (the 
researcher) earlier in the year. She just didn’t (get it) but then when she was doing the final form, which 
is what they had done (back) in that workshop, she found that much easier and then she was quite 
pleased with what resulted and it came from more of a flow than (the first exercise) It was interesting, 
(she thought) that there was much more of a letting go there, it made it easier cos she thinks there was 
more going on with that drawing (maybe)? So it made it easier for her to have other bits, to help, just 
feel like there was this automatic kind of feel of where, kind of like this rough idea of what the movement 
(was); whereas with the individual morphing of just one kind of straight line and then that just felt much 
more broken and like each stroke was separate and she couldn’t quite get the fit. 



A list of terms used throughout this thesis with specialised, contextual meanings. Most of the terms 
appear in italics in the dissertation. Definitions sourced from the thesis or OED.

Beholding  A form of observation beyond ordinary observation to a perceptual 
encounter with the essence of a phenomenon; receptive contemplation.  

Being Existence; pertaining to the essence of a thing or person; In existential 
phenomenology refers to existence in the world.  

Continental Philosophy  

 

In the context of thinking, sees ideation as a productive act; as opposed to 
the school of Anglo-American Analytic Philosophy which regards the mind as 
a static screen upon which thoughts appear.  
 
Includes German Idealism, Kantianism, Romanticism, Phenomenology and 
Existentialism. 

Creativity 

 

Considered a phenomenon in this study, as an emerging and unfolding 
experience;  
a ‘coming into being’ process, where new things arise that have originality, 
meaning or value for the individual.   

Create To bring into being, into existence; to produce or do something imaginative 
or inventive. (OED 2000). 

Chaos A formless void believed to have existed before the creation of the universe 
(OED 2000), 

Description A phenomenological term; describes what appears in an experience; the 
disclosure of the original experience of the world by describing the structure 
of an experience or its hidden meanings, depending on the school of 
phenomenology;  
 
Also a form of phenomenological writing that stays as close as possible to 
the original experience without interpreting it.   

Descriptive  A school or stream of phenomenology concerned with describing the 
structure of an experience, rather than interpreting its meaning. 
Transcendental phenomenology is descriptive phenomenology. 

Downstream A term used by Goethean phenomenologist Henri Bortoft to describe the 
difference between an experience downstream of its event; a reflected, 
experienced state, as opposed to the immediacy of the upstream 
experience, in its experiencing.  

Embodiment Sometimes called embodied cognition, where cognition is not separate from 
bodily experience;  
 
Challenges theories such as cognitivism and Cartesian dualism. 

Essence The essential quality of a thing, without which that thing would not be what it 
is; can refer to the essential structure or the essential meaning on an 
experience, depending on the school of phenomenology in question. 

 

Existential 
phenomenology  

A school of phenomenology concerned with the existential world as live and 
experienced; 
 
Associated with Heidegger, Sartre and Merleau-Ponty 



Explication The third step in a phenomenological analysis; the disclosure of the 
essential elements or essences of a phenomenon.  

Experience In this study, a type of heightened experience, outside of everyday taken-for-
granted experiencing; a direct experience where a person becomes fully 
engaged in the experience; where any duality between a person and her 
activity disappears during the experience.  

Everyday creativity  An approach to creativity where everyday activities can be performed in 
novel and meaningful ways; more a cognitive ‘style’ rather than a theory of 
creativity 

Flow  Flow theory is a model for optimal experience developed by Mihaly 
Csikszentmihalyi. Though not a creativity theory, it has become almost 
synonymous with creativity.  

Goethean 
phenomenology 

A Natural Science-oriented form of phenomenology, based on an 
epistemological understanding of the phenomenon,  

Innovate To make anew by altering or changing something already existing. 

immersion  Second step in a phenomenological analysis; to become completely ‘at 
home’ with the data. 

Intentionality A phenomenological term used primarily in descriptive phenomenology, the 
way a phenomenon appears or shows itself, not to be confused with its non-
phenomenological meaning of ‘purpose’.  

interpretive 
phenomenology 

A school or stream of phenomenology that interprets human experience, as 
opposed to only describing it; hermeneutic phenomenology is a narrower 
form of interpretive that focus entirely on the textural element. 

Intuiting A phenomenological term; looks beneath the appearance to the essential 
structure or meaning of the phenomenon of the essences, but also requires 
immersion into the phenomenon. 

Lifeworld A phenomenological term: the world of everyday experience, where  we 
have a unquestioning approach to life. Lifeworld experiences are typically 
tacit and taken-for-granted.  

Personal creativity  

 

A theory of creativity where creativity concerns an individual’s original 
construction of meaning, not society’s judgement of it; the potential for 
creativity is the focus, not necessarily realization of creative outcomes. 

Phenomenological 
attitude 

The open but attentive approach required by phenomenologists that breaks 
the everyday, taken-for-granted acceptance of the phenomenon. 

Problem finding  A cognitive process theory closely associated with creativity theories; 
focuses on the source of the creative process, not the solution to a problem.  

Problem solving   A cognitive process theory very closely associated with creativity theories; 
focuses on closing the gap between what is known and what is unknown; a 
solution-oriented approach.  

Process One facet of a creativity theory called the Four (or 6) Ps of Creativity, an 
alternative framework for categorising creativity theories, based on where 
creativity resides. The other facets may include product, personality, place, 
persuasion or potential. 

Reduction The first step in a phenomenological analysis; to re-achieve or restore direct 
contact with the world as we experience it.  

A reaction against reductionism by phenomenology.  

Reductionism Reducing uncertainty and complexity; explaining a complex phenomenon in 



terms of relatively simple or basic concepts. 

Reflection  In phenomenology, a form of extrospection rather than introspection; a 
turning of the self towards the world, where things reflect back their own 
meaning back to us 

Themes A phenomenological term; the different ways essential or invariant meanings 
of a phenomenon are clustered 

Transcendental 
phenomenology  

Particularly identified with the work of Husserl and Giorgi, where 
phenomenology is treated as a rigorous science. More broadly known as 
descriptive phenomenology 

Upstream A term used by Goethean phenomenologist Henri Bortoft to describe the 
activity of going back upstream to the source of experience; to the 
experiencing of the experience, as it happens.  

Visual thinking Thinking through visual processing where perception and thinking are 
not separate activities; thought in visible action; in drawing, where 
drawing is a direct expression of the thinking process, not a representation 
or reflection of it.   
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